The Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC) The ORNL DAAC is responsible for archiving and distributing data from NASA's field experiments. Because we ha.ve multiple databases that are identical in structure but varied in content, the task of archiving, managing, and distributing this data has been a particularly challenging job. Indeed, the task of database maintenance has become so complicated that we have developed a Web-based Graphical User Interface (GUI) that allows the DAAC's DataBase Administrator (DBA) to make changes in database structure and content with the click of a mouse button. The result is a DBA Maintenance Tool Suite that integrates the friendly useability of the Web with the complexities of database management. This paper describes our problem and our customized solution. We hope it provides a useful tutorial on how you might develop such a tool to address your data management problems.
Introduction
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC) is one of nine data archive and distribution centers for data associated with NASA's Earth Observing System Data and Information System (EOSDIS) Project, a component of NASA's Mission to Planet Earth. The nine DAACs, located throughout the US., provide data support for various NASA research projects and make data available to the global change research community, policymakers, and the general public.
As a data repository for NASA's field investigations, the ORNL DAAC catalogues, archives, and distributes data to users all over the world. The data from each project archived at the DAAC is organized into "datasets," or groups of related experimental results. Each data file in a dataset is called a "granule." At the ORNL DAAC there are currently over 200 datasets, some with as many as 9000 granules. In order to efficiently archive and distribute this data, we generate metadata to describe the data and store the metadata in our Sybase@ DataBase Management System (DBMS) tables. This metadata resides in several databases, each of which was designed to meet the specific needs of one of the three different search and order systems supported by the DAAC: there is a database for the EOSDIS Interface Management System (IMS), an X-based interface that links all nine DAACs (called the systemwide IMS for short); several databases to meet the needs of the ORNL DAAC's X-based local search interface; and a database to drive the our Web-based search and retrieval engine BIOME. The result is a system of seven metadata databases.
First, there are four scientific metadata databases that describe our data holdings. These databases are identical in structure (same tables, same column names, etc.) but varied in content since data is staged to these databases at different times during an extended system-wide EOSDIS approval process.
IngestDB is a temporary staging area where new datasets are initially entered into the DAAC's holdings after all pertinent metadata has been generated. After this metadata is successfully entered into IngestDB with no Sybase errors, it is "promoted" to the development database MetaDev, where it is tested against all of the search and extract programs. Any problems with either the metadata or the programs are resolved at this point. The metadata is then promoted to the operational database DaacMeta for access by the ORNL DAAC's two local search and access programs. At this point the new metadata is submitted for approval to EOSDIS for inclusion in the global EOSDIS IMS metadata system, which links all nine DAACs. After the new metadata is approved and ingested by EOSDIS, the metadata gets its final promotion to the DAAC's operational SystemWideOps database, which can be accessed by users of the EOSDIS IMS. After the metadata has been successfully promoted to the SystemWideOps database, IngestDB is purged in preparation for the next ingest.
There are three other databases that contain information needed by the DAAC. There are two order databases, OrderDev for developmental work and DaacOrder for operations, that contain information about users' data orders (for example, order shipping address). The WebDB is used to map certain Web operations into other tables and is used only by BIOME.
Users can browse and order data from any of the system-wide or local interfaces by specifying selection criteria including spatial or temporal coverage, geophysical parameters, or dataset names.
DBA Functions
Most database maintenance tasks at the ORNL DAAC involve manually creating and maintaining Structured Query Language (SQL) Updating existing metadata is also difficult. Revisions to existing metadata generally arise following the system-wide review process, which entails scientific quality assurance and a standardization across DAACs that often results in metadata being changed several times as consensus is reached. Most of these changes affect fields in several tables across multiple databases. Revisions must be made by either 0 first copying out current records using Sybase's .bcp utility, modifying the Sybase .bcp file with the new metadata values, deleting records from the affected tables in multiple databases, and bulk copying the revised file into multiple databases or interactively updating individual fields using SQL, a repetitive, error-prone solution at best, especially when multiple tables and databases are involved. This process is neither efficient nor error-free. We obviously needed a better way to maintain our databases.
The Evolution
In an effort to automate some of the more repetitive and error-prone tasks, software developers at the ORNL DAAC developed and implemented the DBA Maintenance Tool Suite described in this paper. It is our unique, customized solution to the problem of managing the metadata for a large data repository.
Our Needs
To solve our database maintenance problems, we needed a customized tool that would perform several key functions. First, we needed a tool that would ease the repetition of making the same changes to multiple databases. Moreover, we needed a tool that would work with one, any, or all of the databases at once. Also, we had to consider the possibility of global changes in all tables, in all databases, as well as the little changes that might affect tables in some databases and not others. We needed a tool that would automate changes but allow the DBA to control exactly how and when the changes were made. We also needed a tool that would reduce the possibility of human error. Finally, because the DAAC's search and order systems have to be available on-line 24 hours a day, we needed a tool that was stable and reliable. And so the customization of our DBA tool began.
Because Sybase offers little in the way of interfaces, we needed to design a GUI interface that would "visually connect" the DBA and the databases. We chose to create the GUI on the Web for several reasons. First, a GUI Web browser would provide a user friendly interface that could reduce the tedium of database maintenance to the ease of clicking a button. Second, using the Web would allow DBA functionality from any platform running a GUI Web browser and having access to the Internet and appropriate permissions. And finally, the programmers at the ORNL DAAC have considerable experience bringing up sophisticated Web sites very quickly.
Plans for Implementation
Since ORNL had standardized on Netscape@, we made plans to take advantage of all the features of Netscape 2+. This meant using "Frames," "Javascript," and "Cookies" whenever possible. (A Java compiler was not available for our Silicon GraphicsQ (SGI) Unix servers when this project started, so Java was not integrated into the design. It will be included in subsequent versions.) We would use Frames to divide the screen into a "menu" area and a "display" area. We would use Javascript for some input editing and control so that we could apply rules to the data inputs and attach convenience functions to the screens, like automatically filling in a field value with a selection from a pick list. We would use Cookies to keep track of the DBAs selections and progress.
We decided to use HyperText Markup Language (HTML) 3.2 pages and Common Gateway Interface (cgi) scripts (with some Netscape extensions). Because Sybase has a very clean and efficient interface to the C programming language, we planned to use small, specific C processes that would be executed by the cgi scripts. These C processes would access the various databases to perform database functions using Sybase's "DBLibrary" function calls. We knew such interfaces were becoming more common; what would make our DBA tool useful and robust would be the design options that we would custom build and implement.
With a list of our needs in hand and a preliminary plan for implementing the functions we wanted, the ORNL DAAC software developers, working closely with the ORNL, DAAC DBA, began development of the DBA Maintenance Tool Suite, described in the following paragraphs. Although perhaps not technically revolutionary, our "needs evolutionary" Web DBA Tool is a resource every DBA deserves. Although your needs will most certainly be different, the basic approach we used should still work for you.
The ORNL DAAC DBA Tool Suite
This section describes some of the more useful features of our DBA Maintenance Tool Suite. Note that the terminology and descriptions of functionality reflect the fact that our site runs on SGI Unix machines using Sybase. However, the basic philosophy should be applicable to other platforms with other Web servers and DBMSs.
Security
Our DBA Tool is protected from unauthorized access and use. Although not on a secure server, the tool does contain three levels of security. First, it uses a restricted server. To use the DBA Tool, your IP address must be in the list of acceptable IP addresses or you will get a "403 permission denied" message. Second, you must be one of a very few listed users of the tool or it won't respond to you. These users are compiled into the tool itself, and the security cannot be spoofed or bypassed. Third, you must know the DBA login and password to the database or the tool won't let you log in. Also, the access screen does not display any clear text of the access codes. These levels of security effectively control access without System Administration (SysAdmin) intervention or complex firewalls. As an added measure, the tool logs every successful DBA action it performs. The log file records what was done, when it was done, and who did it. The log files are in a private directory accessible only by the DBA tool and root.
Major Functions
After the access screen, the DBA Tool displays a screen that contains the three major categories of functionality needed for database maintenance at the DAAC: Table Maintenance , Ingest, and Utilities. Figure  1 shows these major functions.
Figure 1. DB Tool main menu
The interface uses Frames to split the screen into a "Menu" area and a "Display" area. The Menu frame always contains either the "Main" menu or an "Expanded" menu. The Main menu contains some items that when selected, replace the menu frame with another menu that has additional selections and replaces the display frame with a help screen for those new selections. Each of the Table Maintenance and Ingest choices will expand with new menus.
The Display area initially displays instructions on how to run the DBA Tool. It later displays progressively more detailed or selective screens. It will eventually contain the actual working screens after a menu item is selected from the menu side.
Finally, as the selected action is being executed, a "progress" screen replaces both the menu and display frames. System errors or processing errors that would violate any Unix or Sybase rules are also displayed on this screen.
The Utilities items are always on every new menu frame for easy and immediate access. Table Maintenance function contains one of the most useful features of the DBA Tool. As noted in Sect. 2.2, one of the most tedious and error-prone tasks the DAAC DBA performs is manually creating and using Sybase .bcp files to insert new metadata or update existing metadata. The DBA Tool solves this problem by providing template screens that mirror the structure of the table to be updated.
Table Maintenance. The
Let us say that we want to modify the dataset table. We click on Dataset Tables under the Table  Maintenance Menu (see Fig. 1 ) and are offered the option (not shown here) of either updating an existing dataset record or adding a new record. Then we see the dataset template (Fig. 2) , which is the same for either adding or updating except that when new datasets are being added, the data fields will be blank.
If we select an existing dataset, the screen items are completed with the current dataset values for those items. Any item except the dataset name (the primary key of the record) can be altered.
The template screen is programmed such that appropriate Sybase rules (e.g., field length, data type) are applied for the fields that are being input. The screens employ JavaScript to ensure correct combinations of information. Mandatory fields must be supplied before the table update is actually performed. The program also checks to be sure that fields like latitude and longitude are valid values. For a few of the fields, there are pulldown menus listing all the possible correct entries.
After all fields are completed, we can either choose to append the record to a ,bcp file to be copied later into the dataset table (see discussion of Ingest in Sect. 4.2.2), or we can choose to commit the update transaction to the selected databases immediately.
Ingest Functions.
Another powerful and useful feature of the DBA Tool is the Ingest function set. As described in Sect. 2.2, ingest involves generating a complete set of metadata tables for new scientific datasets that are being added to the DAAC's data holdings. The usual procedure is to manually create a complete suite of ASCII .bcp files for bulk copy, one by one, into the database. Obviously, this method leaves room for error, particularly since the data has to be promoted up through multiple databases.
The DBA Tool solves this problem. To ingest new metadata, we first select Ingest from the main menu (Fig.  1) to display the expanded Ingest screen (not shown), which displays three options: Ingest, Promote, and Truncate. First we click on Truncate to delete all old metadata from IngestDB (IngestDB always contains only new data that has been ingested; it is purged completely after each data promotion). Next we select Ingest to bring up the main Ingest screen, seen in Fig. 3 .
To ingest, we first input the complete path of the desired .bcp file created with the templates described in Sect. 4.2.1. Then we select which table this .bcp file is to be copied to.
With just a few clicks, data can be moved into IngestDB without the DBA having to issue one Sybase command or run one shell script. This process is repeated with each table to be populated until all of the new metadata is in IngestDB.
An even more critical part of Ingest is the ability to promote from one database to another. Promotion from database to database is possible because, as described earlier, the metadata databases are identical in structure; that is, they all, have the same tables, the same columns in tables, etc. So a promote is a rather straightforward append from one table to an identical table in the next database, and so on until all tables have been promoted.
As can be seen in Fig. 4 , at the DAAC we are able to promote new data from the IngestDB to any or all of the other databases with only a couple of clicks. To do this, we select which tables to promote from IngestDB (ALL TABLES is the usual choice for promotion), and then we indicate which database to promote to. We always promote to MetaDev first because it is the development database. Then we move to DaacMeta, the operational database, and finally to SystemWideOps, the final resting place of all data officially sanctioned by EOSDIS and NASA. The DBA TOOL ensures that the DBA is always in control of the timing of database promotions and that the databases can be brought into sync quickly and easily.
Utilities.
The Utilities features of the DBA Tool are made up of highly customized tasks that are performed often in the course of database maintenance. Figure 5 shows one of the most useful of these functions: global updates to the databases. Let's say the NASA system-wide approval process described in Sects. 2.1 and 2.2 has determined that the field value "C02" must change to "Carbon Dioxide." This means this particular value must change not only in every table in which it appears but also in every database in which these tables appear. Although the O W L DAAC has attempted to achieve third-normal design, some fields necessarily appear in more than one place. Updating this field in all tables and in all databases poses a DBA nightmare. Luckily, the DBA Tool provides a global update function (Fig. 5) .
Figure 5. DBA Tool global utility
To use this feature, we simply select the field to update, input the old value and the new value, and then select the tables and databases in which to make the changes. With a few clicks all occurrences of a particular value can be changed, quickly and easily.
Other Utilities functions include the SelectDB option, which allows the DBA to select which database to use as the starting or "current working" database; the "Schema" screen, which allows the DBA to create table schemas for any and all tables in any and all databases; and the "Logs" option, which allows the DBA to display the log files kept on all DBA actions on the database. The tool keeps log files by the month so the DBA can go back and select any particular month. This technique also keeps the log files from being unmanageable on the screen. (They overwrite themselves annually so there is always 11+ months of logs.)
Conclusion
We do not claim to have created a Web tool that is on the cutting edge of Web technology. As a matter of fact, all of the functions except the menus and help screens use Unix Bourne Shell scripts and C code modules to perform the required actions. The elegance is not in the implementation but in the design. Our DBA Maintenance Tool Suite does exactly what is needed by the DBA, nothing more, nothing less. It's like magic.
You can do the same magic for your operation. The magic is to meld your needs with your site's ability to build a custom DBA tool. Remember that you may have to modify your system somewhat like we did to make the tool more useable (for instance, we had to modify our databases to make sure they were identical so operations would work the same on all databases). Your tool will also reflect the access mechanisms of your DBMS (our Sybase has a very nice C interface) and the capabilities of your site's standard browser (Netscape has very useful extensions). For a very useful and robust DBA tool, use the very best Web programmers you can afford. In tools, quality counts more than anything else. After all, how much will you use a tool that is unreliable?
We have demonstrated that custom Web-based DBA tools can be successfully deployed. Every DBA deserves a great DBA Tool Suite.
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